
                                   Pronouns and Antecedents
                                                                            ________________
Pronouns are words that replace nouns.  Antecedents are the nouns 
being referred to by the pronoun.  

For example, you would not write:
                       Jonathan studied for Jonathan's math test.

You would use a pronoun to refer to the antecedent, Jonathan:

                       Jonathan studied for his math test.
                                         antecedent                                  pronoun

In this sentence, the pronoun “his” refers to the antecedent “Jonathan.”
 
Directions:  Draw a box around each pronoun and draw an arrow to
its antecedent.

Josh ate his delicious sandwich at the picnic table.

Timmy and Thomas talked about their favorite books in the library.

Allie solved a difficult math problem on her homework paper.

Did Renee go to the party with her friend Inari?

Isabel and Elizabeth washed their muddy dog in the clean bathtub!

Did you give Carter his red frisbee?

Lauren fed her black and white dog a yummy treat.

Will and Hunter built their Lego structure with amazing talent.

Noah gave McKenna her red and green sparkly pencil.
When identifying pronouns and their antecedents in sentences, I feel:
____ confident                  _____ unsure                  ______ I need more help.



                       Answer Key for Pronouns and Antecedents
Pronouns are words that replace nouns.  Antecedents are the nouns 
being referred to by the pronoun.  

For example, you would not write:
                       Jonathan studied for Jonathan's math test.

You would use a pronoun to refer to the antecedent, Jonathan:

                       Jonathan studied for his math test.
                                         antecedent                                  pronoun

In this sentence, the pronoun “his” refers to the antecedent “Jonathan.”
 
Directions:  Draw a box around each pronoun and draw an arrow to
its antecedent.
Josh ate his delicious sandwich at the picnic table.
     (box around “his,” arrow to “Josh”)
Timmy and Thomas talked about their favorite books in the library.
     (box around “their,” arrow to “Timmy and Thomas”)
Allie solved a difficult math problem on her homework paper.
      (box around “her,” arrow drawn to Allie)
Did Renee go to the party with her friend Inari?
      (box around “her,” arrow drawn to Renee)
Isabel and Elizabeth washed their muddy dog in the clean bathtub!
      (box around “their,” arrow drawn to “Isabel and Elizabeth”)
Did you give Carter his red frisbee?
      (box around “his,” arrow drawn to “Carter”)
Lauren fed her black and white dog a yummy treat.
      (box around “her,” arrow drawn to “Lauren”)
Will and Hunter built their Lego structure with amazing talent.
     (box around “their,” arrow drawn to “Will and Hunter”)
Noah gave McKenna her red and green sparkly pencil.
      (box around “her,” arrow drawn to McKenna)
When identifying pronouns and their antecedents in sentences, I feel:
____ confident                  _____ unsure                  ______ I need more help.


